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Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

environmental protection and sustainability 
have been Keller's long-term goals. Certified 
energy management will facilitate identifica-
tion of  future potential savings.

Some years ago, Keller made a committment to con-
serve resources and reduce energy consumption. 
„The fact that our energy expenditures remained 
constant in the last few years indicates that we 
were successful in this regard despite substantial 
growth. The turnover and number of employees has 
increased", explains Axel Maier, Environmental  
Officer and Energy Commissioner at Keller Lufttechnik.

Preliminary certification audit at the end of 2016
The in-house specialist however is not inclined to 
stop after having reached a target goal. So in addi-
tion to the Environmental Management System  
certification according to ISO 14001, achieved by 
Keller Lufttechnik in 2015, an Energy Management 
System in accordance with ISO 50001 is also now in 
progress. „The preliminary certification audit took 
place in December of 2016, after which, we fulfilled 
all additional requirements for compliance", says 
Axel Maier, who manages the Environmental and 
Energy functions in addition to his function as  
Occupational Safety Engineer.

comprehensive analysis – new ideas
„We make a detailed evaluation of our energy con-
sumption with our new Energy Management Sys-
tem", informs Maier. A thorough inventory is taken 
and an action plan established. Aside from the of-
fice buildings and the raw materials consumed, all 
production processes and systems are included in 
this benchmark test, since energy-relevant aspects 
can be discovered anywhere. „Despite training 
courses in energy management and educational  
material, I could not perceive everything. This is 
why we accept support from our TÜV auditor, who 
assists us with detecting areas for potential im-
provement.“

Assistance from networking
Keller is well-positioned for the certification, ac-
cording to the specialist. In the past, Keller did a  
lot of preliminary groundwork from which they now 
benefit: in 2014, Keller was certified by the county 
of Esslingen as an ÖKOPFOFIT company. „As part of 
this project, we are included in a network of other 
companies and interact with them regarding energy 
and environmental topics", informs Axel Maier. 
„This is very useful. We are currently reviewing 
means of reducing our substantially high energy 
consumption for workplace illumination, and are 
considering switching to LED lights. Another com-
pany in our network has already done so, and we 
are now soliciting their results." >

Minor adjustments can also make a difference
There are currently no pending structural modifica-
tion measures at Keller Lufttechnik: „Our plant roofs 
which were heavily damaged by a hailstorm have 
been repaired recently and are up to date. This con-
tributed to a lower consumption of heating energy", 
informs Maier. Now it's all about making minor 
practical adjustments such as controlling lighting 

with motion sensors. „We further require the coop-
eration of our work colleagues by heating our offices 
energy-efficiently, constantly airing out our rooms, 
and turning off computers prior to leaving work to 
make a substantial difference. It is my task to sensi-
tize everyone to making a meaningful impact on our 
energy consumption initiative.“ <

contact: Axel Maier
Phone: +49 7021 574-372 
axel.maier@keller-lufttechnik.de

Minimizing energy consumption

„the tÜV (German Assosiation for tech-
nical inspection) assists us in pinpoint-
ing potentially hidden areas for making 
further improvements.“
                     Axel Maier, Environmental Officer and Energy Commissioner

Our efforts to reduce energy use have 
borne fruits. This is evidenced by a 
decrease in per-capita-consumption in  
the last few years

Environmental Officer and Energy Commissioner, Axel Maier is well 
prepared for the first upcoming ISO 50001 certification audit
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